
Wadjak Northside is about finding ways of improving
opportunities and experiences for their people and their
communities. They have evolved into a dynamic organisation
that supports Aboriginal people to create a strong, healthy
and prosperous future. At their Aboriginal Resource Centre in
Balga, they are continuing to develop the Centre with groups,
programs, activities and events running from the Centre as
well as creating a business enterprise that will support the
Centre and its communities into the future.

On Monday 2 August, a team of enthusiastic volunteers from
Woodside braved the cold winter’s morning and joined Wadjak
Northside for a gardening busy bee. The morning started with
an introduction to the organisation by Benita, before the team
joined Ian outside to begin their volunteer project. Recently,
Wadjak Northside underwent a garden makeover which
included building a six season garden and a yarning circle.
They now needed the assistance of the volunteers to help
them clear some of the overgrown trees, greenery and old
furniture, placing them into two trailers ready for a visit to the
local tip. The team smashed through their tasks, with Ian and
Benita doing two trips to the tip throughout the morning to
keep up with them! By the end of the day, the team had filled
4 trailers full of greenery and furniture and the grounds of
Wadjak Northside were looking brand new! The lovely team at
Wadjak Northside were so grateful for the support and
assistance of the team and invite them to come back anytime!
Well done to all involved. 

"Finding out about the centre
and the services they provide"

 
"Contributing to a physical

change and seeing the outcome
of the work"

 
"Helping out the local

community"
 

"Being useful to an indigenous
community organisation"

A HELPING HAND!  
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